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ACRES

25 ANDERSON TRAIL NORTH – WHITESVILLE
Terri Bass, 424.8463 / $25,000,000

ACRES

1150 CONNER STATION ROAD

Julie Beam, 905.0599,
Beth Schilling, 649.5251 / $6,700,000

6729 ELMCROFT CIRCLE

3020 POPPY WAY

Rick Walters, 649.9410 / $1,995,000

Eric Seltz, 594.4700 / $1,799,999

NEW

LISTING

6812 WINDHAM PKWY

Judith Glick, 592.6959 / $789,000

1906 ARNOLD PALMER BLVD

Melanie Galloway, 291.9210,
Crystalyn Noland, 644.9140 / $750,000

CONSIDERING SELLING YOUR HOME?

VISIT MARKETING.LSIR.COM AND LEARN MORE ABOUT OUR MILLION DOLLAR SERVICE AT EVERY PRICE POINT.

LIVE SOPHISTICATED

11303 YANDELL DRIVE

Crystalyn Noland, 644.9140 / $3,300,000

1010 BRIDGE HILL COURT

Jon Mand, 417.2837 / $1,995,000

NEW

PRICE

129 SHADYSIDE LANE – KY LAKE

1002 POPLAR POINTE WAY

Alex Holloway, 681.7474 / $1,500,500

Jason Farabee, 649.5181 / $1,350,000

NEW

LISTING

2210 LONGEST AVENUE

Josh Laughlin, 777.8904 / $534,900

5222 MOCCASIN TRAIL

Bob Parks, 445.5265 / $525,000

© MMXIX Sotheby’s International Realty Affiliates, Inc. All Rights Reserved. Sotheby’s International Realty and the Sotheby’s International Realty logo are registered (or unregistered) service marks used with permission.
Each office is independently owned and operated. An Equal Opportunity Company, Equal Housing Opportunity.

DREAM
BIGGER
WITH
THERMADOR
ONE-TWO-FREE® JUST GOT MORE PERSONAL.
Buy any range or any cooktop, plus any wall oven, and we’ll give you a FREE dishwasher. Add selected refrigeration to your purchase and we’ll now give you the

freedom to personalize your kitchen with more FREE products or upgrades than ever before. From cooktops to refrigerators to wine coolers, you can choose from a
suite of our premium products to create countless combinations, all of which mean a savings of up to $6,097 toward your dream kitchen.

VISIT YOUR LOCAL DEALER OR THERMADOR.COM
*PROMOTION VALID ONLY ON SELECT THERMADOR MODELS. TO BE ELIGIBLE FOR THE FREE APPLIANCES OFFERED IN THIS PROMOTION, ALL OTHER APPLIANCES MUST BE PURCHASED AT THEIR REGULAR PRICE, IN
ONE ORDER, AND AT THE SAME TIME. PRODUCTS MUST BE PURCHASED AND DELIVERED DURING THE PROMOTION PERIOD OF JANUARY 1, 2015 THROUGH DECEMBER 15, 2015. NO SUBSTITUTIONS WILL BE ALLOWED.
PLEASE SEE SALES ASSOCIATE FOR COMPLETE DETAILS.
©2015 BSH HOME APPLIANCES CORPORATION. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

VISIT OUR SHOWROOM IN ST. MATTHEWS AT 4310 SHELBYVILLE ROAD
SHOWROOM OPEN MONDAY – FRIDAY 10-7 AND SATURDAY 10-6 • CLOSED SUNDAYS

502.253.6922 | www.CenturyLiving.com

Some meetings are more important than others.

Corporate & personal security solutions for the important things in life.
Discreet. Complete. Professional.

859-983-3794 | info@decisiveaction-us.com | DecisiveAction-US.com

Rock your ride, each and every time.

In St. Matthews at 4600 Shelbyville Rd.
502.890.3216

stmatthews.cyclebar.com

The
Horses
Are
Coming
Sophisticated Living
Polo World Cup

Tailgating / Field Side Tables / Single Tickets
available at SLPOLO.COM

8.31.19
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Seek and Find the Perfect Gift for Every MOM at JO
Find the 80 ‘Moms’ in this puzzle and stop by Joseph’s for a prize! Visit josephssalon.com for a complete word list.

CARA KING
502.418.2882

cking@lsir.com

LIVE INSPIRED

© MMXIX Sotheby’s International Realty Affiliates, Inc. All Rights Reserved. Sotheby’s International Realty and the Sotheby’s International Realty logo are
registered (or unregistered) service marks used with permission. Each office is independently owned and operated. An Equal Opportunity Company, Equal Housing Opportunity.
Lenihan Sotheby’s International Realty | 3803 Brownsboro Road | Louisville, KY 40207 | 502.899.2129

1758 Frankfort Ave.
Louisville, Ky

WWW.OSTRALOUISVILLE.COM

502-915-0160
info@ostralouisville.com

Electric has gone Audi.
The all-electric Audi e-tron is here.
Reserve now at audiusa.com/etron

Audi Louisville
4730 Bowling Blvd., Louisville, KY, 40207
502-894-3427
European model shown.“Audi,” all model names, and the four rings logo are registered trademarks of AUDI AG. ©2019 Audi of America, Inc.

570 SUNNYSIDE DRIVE
Offered for $689,500

5230 AVISH LANE
Offered for $1,890,000

3424 GLENVIEW AVENUE
Offered for $3,595,000

Sandy Gulick + Logan Ormerod

Joanne Owen

John Stough + Mac Barlow

502.592.8664 | 502.432.9826

502.648.5330

502.552.9120 | 502.938.3283

11104 OWL CREEK LANE
Offered for $1,500,000

5901 BRITTANY VALLEY ROAD
Offered for $429,500

12401 LUCAS LANE
Offered for $1,425,000

Susan Hewitt + Kelly Nichols

Lisa Tyler

Susan Hewitt + Kelly Nichols

502.553.3891 | 502.727.4667

502.727.6893

502.553.3891 | 502.727.4667

32 MOCKINGBIRD VALLEY DRIVE
Offered for $2,895,000

13302 WESTBURY WAY
Offered for $712,000

6135 MISTFLOWER CIRCLE
Offered for $389,900

John Stough + Mac Barlow

Eric Ronay + Adrianne Hoadley

Logan Ormerod + Missy Ormerod

502.552.9120 | 502.938.3283

502.565.7829 | 502.727.9860

502.432.9826 | 502.432.9825

view listings and more at KYSELECTPROPERTIES.COM
©2019 Kentucky Select Properties. All Rights Reserved. An Equal Opportunity Company. Equal Housing Opportunity.

Alfa Romeo Louisville
4710 Bowling Blvd.
502.894.3436
alfaromeolouisville.net

EL EvATE wEdd iNG fESTi v i Ti ES
THE Hi GH EST qUALiTy iNNOvATivE AmEricA N cU i S i NE . S U PE r i O r S E r vi cE . S TAG G E r i NG PrivATE
S PA cES. A rOOf-TOP PATiO wiTH viEwS AS br E AT H - TAk i NG AS T H E b r i d E .
wHEN EvEryONE’S fEELiNG ON TOP-Of-THE- wO r L d , H O S T r E H E Ar S AL d i NNE r S ANd bAcHELOr/
bAc HELOr ETTE PArTiE S ON THE TO P-O f-TH E- TOwN.

Mother Nature Is Not Elegant!

A large home roof replacement can
cost $30,000 or more! Avoid this huge
expense with Roof Maxx, the world’s
ﬁrst asphalt shingle rejuvenation
product. Roof Maxx will add years
of life to your aging roof while restoring
ﬂexibility. Roof Maxx even slows
granule loss and allows your shingles
to resist hail damage.
Shingle Savers is Louisville’s premier
authorized Roof Maxx applicator.
Contact us today for a free roof evaluation!

502-552-2826

savemyshingles.com

Take turns taking turns.
The iconic design and legendary handling of a Porsche. All with
enough room for five. The hardest decision won’t be when you
drive it. But rather, who gets to. Porsche. There is no substitute.

The new Cayenne.
Sportscar Together.

Blue Grass Motorsport
4720 Bowling Blvd.
Louisville, KY 40207
(502) 894-3428
porschelouisville.com
©2019 Porsche Cars North America, Inc. Porsche recommends seat belt usage and observance of traffic laws at all times.
European model shown. Some options may not be available in the U.S.

crittenden
141 East Main Street
Midway, Kentucky 40347
859.846.4228

Fine Gentlemen’s Clothing

120 The Summit
at Fritz Farm, STE. 115
Lexington, Kentucky 40517
859-286-9495

2019 JAGUAR F-PACE, I-PACE AND E-PACE

PERFORMANCE RUNS
IN THE FAMILY

Like the legendary vehicles that came before them, the
F-PACE, E-PACE and I-PACE were bred for agility, power
and precision. Combine that with stunning design and the
capability of an SUV, and you’ve got a family of vehicles
unlike anything else on the road. Visit Jaguar Louisville to
experience the 2019 F-PACE, E-PACE and I-PACE.
Jaguar Louisville
4700 Bowling Blvd.
Louisville, KY 40207
502.895.2451
jaguarlouisville.com

Vehicles shown: 2019 Jaguar F-PACE S, E-PACE R-DYNAMIC HSE and I-PACE HSE. †All prices shown are Base Manufacturer’s Suggested Retail Price. Excludes destination/handling, tax,
title, license, retailer fees, all due at signing, and optional equipment. Retailer price, terms and vehicle availability may vary.
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Presented by

Thursday, June 6, 2019 • 6:30 to 10:30 p.m.
The Bridgeman residence: Fleur de Lis Farm

Win a chance to dine
out for two years!
Purchase a $25 ticket for a chance to win a $100 gift card to 26 restaurants ($2,600 value).
Purchase yours now at NortonChildrens.com/BourbonAndBowties.
Participating restaurants

The 502 Bar and Bistro • Anoosh Bistro • August
Moon Chinese Bistro • Bar Vetti • Bourbons Bistro
• Butchertown Grocery • El Taco Luchador
• The English Grill • Equus & Jack’s Lounge •
The Fat Lamb Modern Kitchen & Bar • Fork &
Barrel • Harvest • Lilly’s Bistro • Louisville Marriott
Downtown • LouVino • Martini Italian Bistro •
Mercato Italiano • Mesh • Napa River Grill •
Porcini • River House • Seviche: A Latin Restaurant
• The Village Anchor • Vincenzo’s Italian
Restaurant • Volare Italian Ristorante • Ward 426

Support provided by

Restaurant raffle sponsored by

Leighton-Oare
Foundation

ab
Benefiting

The winner will be drawn June 6, 2019, at 9 p.m., during Bourbon & Bowties. Need not be present to win. $25 per ticket; only 1,000 will be sold.
Void where prohibited. Charitable gaming license #ORG: 0000851.

May/June 2019

48 Righting the Ship

Sunrise view from the hills above Helena Bay Lodge in New Zealand.

Photo by Bridget Williams

26 slmag.net
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Better together
Embrace change. Transition confidently.
Now more than ever, having the right team is crucial to protecting and growing your wealth. At Sheryak,
Connell, Daly, and Kester Wealth Management, our team includes nine professionals, including two
Barron’s-recognized advisors, three Forbes-recognized advisors, and five Certified Financial Planners®.
As one of the largest UBS groups in the region, we share a century of experience partnering with clients
who rely on our expertise and service. As you face a rapidly evolving financial landscape, consider our
team to help you shape your future and protect what you have worked so hard to accumulate.

Kellie R. Sheryak, CEPA®
Senior Vice President–Wealth Management
Private Wealth Advisor
502-420-7651
kellie.sheryak@ubs.com
Paula B. Connell, CFP®, CEPA®
Senior Vice President–Wealth Management
Financial Advisor
Senior Portfolio Manager
270-441-8407
paula.bright@ubs.com
John P. Daly, CFP®, AAMS®
Account Vice President
Private Wealth Advisor
502-420-7632
john.p.daly@ubs.com
Wendy Kester, CFP®
Financial Advisor
270-441-8426
wendy.kester@ubs.com
Sheryak, Connell, Daly, & Kester Wealth Management
UBS Financial Services Inc.
500 North Hurstbourne Parkway, 3rd Floor
Louisville, KY 40222
502-420-7600
800-222-1448

ubs.com/team/scdk

As a firm providing wealth management services to clients, UBS Financial Services Inc. offers both investment advisory services and brokerage services. Investment advisory services
and brokerage services are separate and distinct, differ in material ways and are governed by different laws and separate arrangements. It is important that clients understand
the ways in which we conduct business and that they carefully read the agreements and disclosures that we provide to them about the products or services we offer. For more
information, visit our website at ubs.com/workingwithus. Certified Financial Planner Board of Standards Inc. owns the certification marks CFP® and Certified finanCial PlannerTM in
the U.S. For designation disclosures visit ubs.com/us/en/designation-disclosures. © UBS 2018. All rights reserved. UBS Financial Services Inc. is a subsidiary of UBS AG. Member
FINRA/SIPC. CJ-UBS-1352401774 Exp.: 11/30/2019
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Concierge Medicine
Your Private Physician 24/7
UltimateMD.com
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Protect Your Greatest Asset...

Your Health

Concierge Medicine
Your Private Physician 24/7

24/7 access to your private physician
Same day and next day appointments
No rush office visits
Virtual office visits
Limited number of patients to allow more personal attention

William H. Haney, M.D.
125 Fairfax Avenue, Louisville, KY 40207
502-897-6568

UltimateMD.com
Each office is independently owned and operated.

Colleen Walker, M.D.
3945 Nanz Avenue, Louisville KY 40207
502-899-1100

From the Editor-In-Chief

There really are plenty of fish in the sea as I
found out while fishing in the waters near
Helena Bay Lodge in New Zealand.

I've been slowly trying to trim down the amount of time I spend on social media daily,
so naturally, I need to find another outlet for my idleness. The wise choice would be
something constructive, like resume practicing the banjo I bought on a whim, read a
growing stack of novels piling up on my nightstand, or better yet, start penning one of
my own. But no, my time-suck these days is perusing the auctions on the Everything
But The House website.
Although I really don't need anything, I can't help but look, for the simple fact
that I have come to enjoy the voyeuristic aspect of it. How fascinating it is to me to see
the physical contents of someone's life neatly categorized and up for grabs to the highest
bidder. As I scrutinize each sale, I often find myself weaving the items together to create
a narrative for the anonymous person, or persons, whose stuff I'm ogling, thereby giving
life to their inanimate objects. On the upside, I am growing convinced that I could pen
numerous novellas from this novel exercise.
Sales full of chinoiserie and chintz conjure up a design doyenne, while an
excessive amount of barware and vinyl records makes me imagine a raconteur.
Some collections are so fabulous that I firmly believe I’d become fast friends with
their owner based solely on our shared affinity for a mish-mash of everything from
Saarinen-designed furniture to outsider art.
Scrolling through the auctions has made we wonder how my possessions, when
taken out of context from the spaces they "live" in, would appear to the casual observer. I
am reasonably confident that the sentimentality of items including kitschy plastic Native
American dolls picked up during an epic childhood vacation to Yellowstone National
Park; a vintage yellow football helmet given to me by my dad when I was just a baby;
stacks of children's books with the covers loosened from being nearly loved to death; and,
an art glass bowl filled stones collected over a lifetime from places I've visited around the
globe, simply would not resonate with anyone but me. And I'm OK with that. My home
mirrors my personality, and it's filled (some would argue over-filled) with things that
speak to what makes me the happiest, whether they are de rigueur or not.
Pondering possessions is one of my favorite aspects of penning the home features
that appear on the pages of this magazine. I marvel at minimalists and maximalists with
equal ardor, as each requires a distinct and discerning design eye. My absolute favorite
interviews are those in which the homeowner shares anecdotes about how individual
pieces made their way into their heart and then their home. While an interior
designer may cringe when they spy grandma's tattered afghan draped over the arm of a
streamlined sofa in a room they carefully orchestrated for a client, I can't help but smile
because I can relate to both sides of the design story.

Bridget Williams
Editor-In-Chief

bridget@slmag.net
30 slmag.net

THE DATEJUST 41
The new generation of the essential classic, with a new movement
and design that keep it at the forefront of watchmaking.
It doesn’t just tell time. It tells history.

OYSTER PERPETUAL DATEJUST 41

rolex

oyster perpetual and datejust are ® trademarks.

To Benefit

Join us Center Stage For:
Social Hour with Wine & Signature Cocktails | Seated Gourmet Dinner
Live Music & Dancing with The Sensations | Dancing | Live Auction & Raffle | Photo Station
Book your tickets now! Visit BOFAbash.org or call 502-363-2652 for reservations.
$150 per person | Table for 8 guests: $1,200

CHEERS TO YOU
Spirited Mother’s and Father’s Day Gifts Compiled by Colin Dennis

Clockwise from top left: The Dalmore Port Wood Reserve scotch whisky ($99.00; thedalmore.com). Cooper & Thief Red Blend is a dark and jammy red loaded with bourbon-inspired flavors.
Perfect for wine and whiskey lovers alike ($25; cooperandthief.com). Veuve Cliquot La Grande Dame 2008 (from $150/bottle; veuveclicquot.com). The label on each bottle of emBrazen
wine features a trailblazing woman who comes to life via the Living Wine Labels app ($15,99/each; embrazen.com). The Macallan Ice Ball Maker ($730; themacallan.com). Don Papa
small-batch premium rum from the Philippines ($50; donpaparum.com).

slmag.net

33

Clockwise from top left: Bulleit Rye 12-Year-Old Straight American Whiskey ($50; bulleit.com). Adobe Road Winery’s THE RACING SERIES is inspired by owner Kevin Buckler's
30-year career racing Porsche cars ($35-$76/bottle; adoberoadwines.com). Hennessy Paradis Impérial Trunk Created by Louis Vuitton holds four magnums of Paradis Impérial along
with a serving ritual created by Arik Levy ($273,000; hennessy.com).

34 slmag.net

Clockwise from top left: Royal Doulton Neptune highball glass ($86/pair; royaldoulton.com). Royal Albert Old Country Roses wine glasses ($75/pair; royalalbert.com). W Collection flutes from
Waterford ($195/pair; waterford.com). Lalique Hirondelles vintage decanter ($2,900; lalique.com). Norwich 8oz beaker from Simon Pearce ($65; simonpearce.com). Optical O whisky tumbler
from Riedel ($30/pair; riedel.com). Wine Lover's Set from Graf Lantz includes a merino wool felt double carrier and a 12 pack of square Wine-O glass identifiers ($72; graf-lantz.com).

slmag.net
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A DREAM REALIZED
Legendary Italian coachbuilder Pininfarina unveils Battista,
the world’s first pure electric hyper performance GT
Written by Andre James / Photos courtesy of Pininfarina SpA
When its sensuous shape was unveiled amid much fanfare at a
gala VIP event on the eve the 2019 Geneva International Motor
Show, Pininfarina’s Battista arguably became the world’s most
covetable all-electric hypercar. No more than 150 will be handbuilt in Italy, with first deliveries scheduled for 2020, to coincide
with the 90th anniversary of the legendary Pininfarina SpA design
house, founded by Battista “Pinin” Farina.
“ This is genuinely a dream come true,” said Paolo
Pininfarina, Chairman, Pininfarina SpA. “My grandfather
always had the vision that one day there would be a stand-alone
range of Pininfarina-branded cars. This hypercar will boast
world-beating performance, technological innovation and of
course elegant styling. For me, we simply had to call it Battista.
36 slmag.net

His dream becomes reality as we link our glorious past with the
future of motoring.”
The triumvirate of Battista models presented at the world
premiere were developed under the guidance of a dream team
of automotive experts that have been integral to the launches
of cars such as the Bugatti Veyron and Chiron, Ferrari Sergio,
Lamborghini Urus, McLaren P1, Mercedes AMG-Project One,
Pagani Zonda and Porsche Mission E.
Both the monocoque chassis and body are comprised of carbon
fiber. The T-shaped 120 kWh battery pack is configured with four
motors that independently distribute torque and power to each
wheel, thereby delivering all the benefits of modern torque vectoring.
Cooling circuits and systems are based around five radiators.

Conjoining extreme performance with zero emissions, the roadlegal Battista will be faster than a current Formula 1 race car; its 1,900hp
engine enables a 0-60mph sprint in under two seconds. With an
estimated range of more than 200 miles per charge, the all-wheel drive
Battista will offer five different drive modes for a range of scenarios.
An on-board sound program will allow the driver to tailor the noise
the Battista makes, focusing on vehicle hardware, rather than artificial
sounds, to generate acoustic entertainment. Beefy carbon-ceramic
6-piston brakes provide fade-free deceleration and battery regeneration.
“The Battista represents purity, beauty and rarity, and a
vision for sustainability that appeals to the heart as much as the
head,” said Michael Perschke, CEO, Automobili Pininfarina.
“Electrification unlocks the door to a new level of performance

and a zero-emissions future, whilst a passion and respect for
automotive history will define how this landmark car looks and
feels. We aim for the Battista to be a future classic and automotive
icon, writing its own page in automotive history books.”
While Pininfarina presented a trio of specifications in bespoke
colors, there will be a high level of customization, with lucky buyers
working closing with designers at the factory in Cambiano. The
company plans to split sales equally among Europe, North America
and the rest of the world. Joining the elite club of Battista owners
comes with a $2 million+ price tag (official pricing wasn’t available
as of press time), a figure that hasn’t deterred the cognoscenti of cars
in the United States, who have already reserved more than half of
the continent’s allocation. sl

slmag.net
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Of Note... Fringe Benefits

Compiled by Colin Dennis

Clockwise from top left: Bullion fringe indigo outdoor pillow from Frontgate ($195; frontgate.com). Yves Delorme Triomphe throw in peach ($375; usa.yvesdelorme.com). Madama pendant
lights from Mogg ($380-$540/each; artemest.com). Amani velvet sofa designed by Lorenza Bozzoli for moooi (price upon request; moooi.com). Clipper side table from Amerigo Milano
with leather fringe ($2,073; amerigomilano.com). Four Hands' braided fringe pouf ($210; fourhands.com). Raegan ottoman from Taylor King (to the trade; taylorking.com). Yosemite sofa
from Hancock & Moore (to the trade; hancockandmoore.com).

38 slmag.net

Clockwise from top left: Cirque umbrella with fringe trim from Santa Barbara Designs (price upon request; santabarbaradesigns.com). Eichholtz Fringe L 8-light chandelier ($4,099; eichholtz.
com). Ian Snow hand-painted two-drawer bedside cabinet (iansnow.com). Monroe floor lamp from Bessa (price upon request; bessadesign.com).

slmag.net
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Bibliotaph

Compiled by Victoria Chase

Award-winning photographer Christian Vizl deftly manipulates light and shadow
to capture ethereal images of sea creatures in their natural habitats. Christian Vizl—
Silent Kingdom: A World Beneath the Waves—hardcover, 224 pages, Earth Aware
Editions (simonandschuster.com)

From prewar gelatin silver prints
to 21st-century digital images,
this book showcases candid
and provocative snapshots
taken around the world by
the biggest names in street
photography. David Gibson—
Street Photography: A History in
100 Iconic Photographs—hardcover,
208 pages, Prestel Publishing
(prestelpublishing.randomhouse.de)

Fifty of the most acclaimed
artists working today
discuss the artworks that
spark their creativity, from
a Rembrandt self-portrait,
to a 21st-century socialprotest drawing. Jori
Finkel—It Speaks to Me:
Art That Inspires Artists—
hardcover, 160 pages, Prestel
Publishing (prestelpublishing.
randomhouse.de)

This book celebrates the paintings of American minimalist
artist Donald Judd created between 1959-1961, accompanied
by texts penned by renowned art historians and critics. Alex
Gartenfeld, Flavin Judd, Kirsten Swenson and Alex Kitnick—
Donald Judd: Paintings— hardcover, 136 pages, Prestel Publishing
(prestelpublishing.randomhouse.de)
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Photographer Bill Cunningham
captured street style for the New
York Times from 1978 (before
it was even a "thing") until his
death in 2016. Published by
the Times and scheduled to be
released in September, this book
will be an oversized collection
of Cunningham's photography,
including previously unpublished
work, along with essays by his
muses and frequent subjects. New
York Times—Bill Cunningham: On
the Street—hardcover, 336 pages

bib 'li' o 'taph, [bib-lee-uhtaf, -tahf ]: a person who caches or hoards books
Ken Regan's lifelong love affair with
the sport of boxing began when he
photographed Muhammad Ali's first fight
in 1964. This book is a compiltaiton of forty
years of indelible images, complemented
by Regan's firsthand accounts of his life
as a boxing photographer. Ken Regan—
Knockout: The Art of Boxing—hardcover, 338
pages, Insight Editions (insighteditions.com)

This narrative and visually beguiling art
book is the work of Someoddpilot, a
Chicago design studio that started as an
indie record label in 1999. The studio
also produces a regular art zine and runs
an art gallery called Public Works, which
hosts outsider art from around the world.
Going back to their artistic roots, this book
highlights the entirety of studio's creative
handiwork. Someoddpilot & Chris Eichenseer
(photographer)—Space Becomes You: A
Mythology—hardcover, 228 pages, Trope
Publishing Co. (someoddpilot.com)

Located in coastal Main, Bowdoin College
has been acquiring art since 1811, and now
boasts some 24,000 works in its collection.
This book looks at art history through the
lens of liberal arts using key pieces from
Bowdoin's diverse collection. Joachim
Homann—Art Purposes: Object Lessons for
the Liberal Arts—hardcover, 224 pages, Prestel
Publishing (prestelpublishing.randomhouse.de)

Inspired by the body-painting traditions
of indigenous peoples around the world,
photographer and painter Art Wolfe
transforms skin into an abstract landscape.
Available in October. Art Wolfe—Human
Canvas—hardcover, 204 pages, Earth Aware
Editions (simonandschuster.com)
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Helena Bay Lodge offers luxury villa
accomodations for a maximum of five
couples at a time.

IN PERFECT HARMONY
A well-orchestrated experience awaits at Helena Bay Lodge
Written by Bridget Williams
If we’re lucky, our lives are sprinkled with “pinch me” moments,
those blissful instances when life almost seems too good to be true.
During my five divine days at Helena Bay Lodge in New Zealand,
these enchanted occasions occurred in symphonic succession; the
cadence of each day an undulating arc of crescendos interluded
with moments of quiet contemplation.
Arriving via the resort’s own Westland AW109S Grand
helicopter was an overture to our adventure; the 40-minute flight
from Auckland allowed us to ogle the North Island’s spindly
spines of verdant peaks that settle into rolling farmland before
dissolving into white-sand beaches.
We were greeted at the landing pad by a bevy of staff
members, among them affable general manager and Scotsman
Neil McFarlane. Prior to assuming the top spot at Helena Bay,
McFarlane spent more than a decade working as a yacht captain for
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Helena Bay’s owner. Other staff members were also plucked from
the world of luxury yachting, so service is always shipshape.
Boasting two miles of pristine coastline as part of its 800
acres, Helena Bay opened in November 2016, following six years of
construction. Devised to host no more than five couples (or a private
group) in spacious villa suites, the property is operated like a private
residence. The architecture doesn’t try to fit within a prescribed theme,
although inspiration was culled locally from early 19th century buildings,
such as Pompallier House in Russell and The Treaty House in Waitangi.
From the moment of arrival, you are aware that this is a highly
personal endeavor, and nothing is a result of happenstance. For
instance, a walkway leading to the pier appears to be carved into
the craggy coastline; it wasn’t until someone pointed out that it is
molded and colored concrete made to the owner’s specifications,
that I was able to discern the doppelgänger.

The property around the resort
is a mix of forest and farmland.

The 800-acre property boasts
four private beaches.
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A pair of monumental works by Joan
Miró bookend the fireplace in the main
house's gathering room.

Public spaces in the main house highlight Blue Chip
artworks from the owner’s personal collection. Some are instantly
recognizable, like a pair of monumental works by Joan Miró
bookending the fireplace in the gathering room, while others
that weren’t created by household names are equally beguiling.
Per the owner’s directive, you won’t find identifiers near any of
the artworks to prevent a sterile gallery aura from permeating the
haute-homey environs.
Counted among the communal areas for guests within the
main house is a single massage room, and a compact and very
well-equipped gym overlooking the heated pool. An exquisite
mosaic-tiled sauna and steam room with a cold plunge pool is
quite an elaborate amenity for a property of this size. It took one
year to painstakingly place the 1.2-million mosaic tiles.
A library, formal and informal dining areas and covered
terraces in the main house provide plenty of room for guests to
lounge in privacy. Taking a moment to study the level of detail
inherent in each space underscores both sumptuous and subtle
details, such as the replication of the property’s logo in the hefty
ceiling molding. While the overarching aesthetic is eclectic,
discernable touches of sparkle are sprinkled throughout, from the
silver metallic threads in the plush Feiler chenille bath towels in
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guest villas, to crystal sconces and chandeliers in the main house.
Mother Nature is even in on the act, as the calm waters of the bay
shimmer in the sunlight.
In spite of the upscale accoutrements, this is not a place that
takes itself too seriously. Waiting to be discovered throughout the
grounds are a pair of larger-than-life-sized sculptures of bulldogs
donning sweaters, a 15-foot-tall bronze King Kong tucked into
the trees, oversized anthropomorphic vases, and a splatter-painted
cow sculpture placed alongside a hiking trail, among other
whimsical creations.
Guest villas with oceanfront terraces are clustered to follow
the gently curving contours of the Helena Bay beach. In-room
backpacks stored in the walk-in closet are pre-filled with essentials
for a day on the trails, including a water bottle, a property
map with a guide to local flora and fauna, and a pair of Leica
binoculars. Waiting outside the entrance of each villa are pairs
of wellies sized for each guest, so that inclement weather won’t
scuttle any planned exploring. Each villa’s super-sized bathroom
incorporates mid-century-inspired accent tiles, and a complete
suite of Alton Brown products, including room fragrance
and a jasmine face wash. A well-stocked minibar features a
complimentary selection of New Zealand colas, juices and snacks.

There are miles of well-groomed hiking
and mountain biking trails on property.

Marsden Winery

Visiting Tantalus Estate
Winery via helicopter

Miles of well-marked and groomed hiking and mountain
biking trails fan out from the resort. I spent several hours each
day exploring the varied landscape. There are steep windswept
hillsides that boast a “ruffled” appearance from afar, thanks to the
repetitive plod of Angus cattle who seem to defy gravity as they
graze on the slopes; the mingling of guttural moos with seabird
sirens creates a unique soundtrack. The naked hills transition into
dense forest so enchanting you fully expect a unicorn to peek out
from its hiding place behind a giant fern. Four private beaches,
some easier to reach than others, are dotted with Seussical-like
Pohutakawa trees. There are five PA sites (former fortifications
made by the native Maori people) on the estate. If you aren’t
feeling fleet of foot, there are several electric 4wd Polaris Rangers
at the ready for exploring.
Other on-property amenities include a sporting clay range;
performance-oriented mountain and electric bikes; a lighted
turf tennis court; kayaks and paddleboards; fishing from the
dock; and farm tours, where you can visit with laughable llamas,
adorable miniature pigs, chickens, goats, donkeys, and Blue and
Patch, the property’s energetic and friendly farm dogs.
Venture into the reef waters of Helena Bay on the property’s
own pontoon boat to fish for snapper, hāpuka, and kingfish. For

those wanting to voyage further offshore, the resort can arrange
deep-sea charters to fish for marlin, tuna and swordfish. You can
bring “keepers” back to the resort for dinner, or follow our lead and
enjoy your catch sashimi-style while still on the boat. At press time,
the finishing touches were being put on the resort’s new private
yacht—a Dickey Boats Semifly 45—which guests will be able to
charter for everything from a romantic cruise to deep sea diving.
As wonderful as all of these accoutrements are, the real star
of the show, in my opinion, is the farm and culinary program.
Dining at Helena Bay Lodge is a 5-star experience that only
guests are privy to. Executive Chef Michele Martino, a native of
Puglia, hails from Italy’s celebrated Michelin-starred Ristorante
Don Alfonso 1890.
Chef Martino goes to the garden each morning to inform
the menu, which follows principles of the Mediterranean diet;
in season, 80 percent of what appears on the menu is sourced
on property. “As a chef, our passion starts in the soil. It is the
beautiful part of my job, and a dream to be able to decide
the menu based on what’s ready,” he said. He added that even
a simple salad can be special when it’s made with the right
ingredients. Foodie-focused guests are invited to join the chef on
his morning garden expeditions.
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A heated swimming pool is one of the
spa amenities in the main house.
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Ingredients that aren’t grown onsite are regularly flown
in from Italy, making them unique to both New Zealand and
Australia. Chef also collaborates with farm staff to grow Italian
varieties of certain vegetables, which often requires mitigating soil
and climate differences between the continents. “You get a true
taste of Italy because of the ingredients,” Martino explained.
After taking part in a garden expedition, we returned back
to the resort’s living room, where Chef Martino demonstrated
how he prepared Spaghetti alla Nerano, a classic Italian pasta
dish with fried zucchini. Bite after bite had me pondering how
a dish with so few ingredients could be so beautiful and tasty. A
master of simplicity who approaches his craft with friendly ease,
Chef Martino pointed out that cooking with fewer ingredients
is more difficult because you can’t hide bad technique beneath
overwrought sauces or seasonings.

For an extra-special treat outside of dinner, request a picnic
lunch at the private Mohei Pavilion on Mohei Bay. The brave of heart
can reach the secluded beach by kayaking, which challenges you to
avoid ocean swells by maneuvering around jagged rock outcroppings.
Unique excursions that can be arranged include winery
hopping via helicopter, and a Middle Earth, Fly + Dine Experience,
a day-long tour that includes finding thousands of luminescent
glow worms in caves at Waitomo, followed by a private tour and
lunch at Hobbiton to see the remnants of the Lord of the Rings and
The Hobbit movie sets. It is one of many other-worldly experiences
made possible by an out-of-this-world resort.
Rates at Helena Bay Lodge begin at $1,835/night for
double occupancy. All accommodations include breakfast,
happy hour drinks and dinner. For more information and
reservations visit helenabay.com. sl
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ABOUT TIME

Notable new watches released at BaselWorld 2019 for every hour of the day
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This page top to bottom, left to right: ARRAW Star Twist Titanium Purple Spiral Galaxy with spinning bezel from RJ ($16,200; rjwatches.com). GyroGraff China 48mm (price upon request;
graff.com). L.U.C XP Esprit by Fleurier Peony from Chopard is limited to eight pieces (price upon request; chopard.com). Longines Heritage Military 38mm Automatic ($2,150;longines.
com). Bell & Ross BR 03-92 MA-1 is limited to 999 pieces ($3,900; bellross.com). Claude Meylan Tortue Lady ($7,035; claudemeylan.ch). BVLGARI Octo Finissimo Tourbillon Carbon
is limited to 50 pieces ($131,000; bulgari.com). Frederique Constant Manufacture Slimline 50-Hours Power Reserve ($3,195; frederiqueconstant.com). Gucci Grip unisex timepiece (price
upon request; gucci.com). Opposite page: Both the dial and matching rubber strap of STROM's Nethuns II Colorum diving timepiece are available in bold colors that provide the best
readability under water ($8,100; stromwatch.ch)
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This page top to bottom, left to right: Hublot Classic Fusion Ferrari GT 3D Carbon ($27,300; hublot.com). Menintime Le Paon 38mm (price upon request; menintime.com). Patek Philippe
5172G white gold chronograph ($73,500; patek.com). MUSE Kagura 44mm (price upon request; muse-watches.com). TAG Heuer Autavia Iosgraph ($3,600; tagheuer.com). ZENITH Defy
Inventor 44mm ($19,000; zenith-watches.com). Rolex Oyster Perpetual Yacht-Master 42 ($27,800; rolex.com). Tudor Black Bay 41S7G 41mm ($4,150; tudorwatch.com). Opposite page:
Carl F. Bucherer Patravi Scubatec Manta Trust ($6,200; carl-f-bucherer.com). Breitling Cockpit B50 Orbiter Limited Edition (price upon request; breitling.com). The Sockeye from Czapek is
limited to 18 pieces ($24,200; czapek.com). The Cyrus Klepcys Vertical Skeleton Tourbillon is limited to five watches per case type (price upon request; cyrus-watches.ch). Voutilainen 28 E
39mm (price upon request; voutilainen.ch). The three-dimensional women's Legacy Machine FlyingT Baguette from MB&F (price upon request; mbandf.com).
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RIGHTING
THE SHIP

A quest for physical and mental wellbeing at Miraval Arizona
Written by Caylee Matthews
The notion that even the strongest coat of armor can occasionally benefit from
some reinforcement was what brought me to Miraval Resort near the Santa
Catalina Mountains in Tucson, Arizona. Although I was initially skeptical
about what I would get out of the experience, the timing of my stay coincided
with a number of major life changes, and in short order I was crying, laughing
and high-fiving perfect strangers, all of whom came here, to this safe and
beautiful place, seeking clarity, comfort and self-care. Over the course of
three days, I discovered that the ability to open myself to share raw emotional
experiences with others is both humbling and empowering.
A wellness retreat trailblazer, the 400-acre resort marked its 20th anniversary
in 2016 with a multi-million-dollar renovation of its 118 casually elegant casitastyle guest accommodations, a new state-of-the-art fitness center, redesigned
retail space, a new juice bar, a re-imagined welcome experience, and revamped
Brave Bill lounge. The expansive Life in Balance Spa debuted in 2012.
Miraval Arizona was founded under the premise that life is more meaningful
and enjoyable when physical, emotional, social, spiritual and intellectual
components are in balance. Whereas other wellness retreats with similar intents
may require guests to adhere to a prescribed agenda, at Miraval, guests are free to
choose their own path to wellbeing. I fully embraced this concept by choosing
fitness-related activities that fell well within my comfort zone, along with a host
of classes that fell far outside of it, such as Forgiveness Meditation, Dance of
Gratitude, and Native American drumming. I literally didn’t have enough hours
in each day to participate in all of the activities that appealed to me.
Arriving late in the afternoon, I had a hot second to appreciate both the
lushly landscaped grounds, and the amenities of my 800-square-foot Miraval
Suite (gas fireplace, mountain-view terrace, cloudlike bed, and soaking tub
in the bathroom), before my first scheduled activity, a two-hour evening
challenge course experience led by guest instructor Matt Walker, a life coach
who utilizes adventure experiences to facilitate self-improvement.
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The 400-acre resort is situated near
Tucson's Santa Catalina Mountains.
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Quantum Leap Experience

Our group of ten women paired off and took turns climbing a wobbly
35-foot pole. Standing together on a small platform at the top in a shared
moment of terror, we tossed off pieces of paper inscribed with something
we wanted to “let go”, before literally letting go and stepping into thin air,
before our freefall was safely interrupted by a cable attached to the back of our
harnesses. It’s amazing how fast friends can be made from a shared experience
and most of our group met up later that evening for pre-dinner cocktails to
celebrate our accomplishment.
Rates at Miraval include three meals daily and non-alcoholic beverages.
Meals are definitely health-conscious, but don’t suffer for lack of flavor or
variety. Inspired by the cuisine of the Southwest, fresh seasonal ingredients are
paramount. The buffet-style lunch was my favorite meal of the day; loading up
on a healthy selection of salads and soups only felt indulgent.
The property recently unveiled a new Life in Balance Culinary Kitchen in
partnership with Williams Sonoma. Outfitted with top-of-the-line products
from the renowned kitchen retailer, the expansive space will be host to a
number of new healthy cooking classes and workshops.
The remainder of my trip was focused on striking a balance between
my physical and mental wellbeing. While the back-and-forth transition
from a “relax and let go” mindset during a meditation exercise to shouts of
“push harder” from the instructor during spin class was extreme at times, the
dichotomy mirrored real-life, and served as a reminder to take time out of each
day to do things that make me feel good both mentally and physically.
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Miraval Suite

Catalina Suite

Life in Balance Culinary Kitchen
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Wyatt Webb is the creator of the
Miraval Equine Experience.

I interspersed intense bursts of activity with downtime at the spa, the
highlight of which was a Vasudhara massage, a new Miraval exclusive treatment.
I was given an eye mask and flotation device to wear for the Thai-style massage,
which was carried out in a heated pool. The feeling of weightlessness in the
darkness was such an alien sensation at first, but once I gave myself over to
the experience, it was absolutely amazing; the buoyancy allowed for a greater
range-of-motion to benefit from the Thai stretching techniques.
The 30,000 square-foot spa is a temple to self-care with 23 indoor and six
outdoor treatment rooms, saunas, steam rooms, an outdoor sea salt pool and
hot tub, a café, a quiet relaxation room, and indoor and outdoor lounge spaces.
A comprehensive menu of face and body treatments meld current technology
with ancient healing rituals.
Miraval’s most famous life coach and creator of the Miraval Equine
Experience is Wyatt Webb, who has been leading equine-focused therapeutic
workshops for people of all ages for nearly three decades. His “It’s Not About
the Horse” session left me in awe of his miraculous ability to read someone’s
mind through their body language. Engaging, real, and sometimes raw, Webb
doesn’t mince words when doling out insight and advice.
I came to Miraval as a newbie to the whole self-care thing, and I left
wishing I would have discovered it a decade ago. sl
Nightly rates at Miraval Arizona start at $529/person.
For more information and reservations visit miravalarizona.com.
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Start of the 1000 Miles of Sebring
Photo by Marius Hecker/AdrenalMedia.com

HORSEPOWER
HOMECOMING

With the 1000 Miles of Sebring,
the FIA World Endurance Championship returns to where it started.
Written by Andre James
Introduced to the world in 2012 as a replacement for the
Intercontinental Le Mans Cup, the FIA World Endurance
Championship (WEC) allows manufacturers and private teams to
compete against one another in nine endurance races around the
world, including the revered 24 Hours of Le Mans. A point system,
similar to FIA’s other world championships, is employed to award
four World Championship titles and five FIA Endurance trophies
at the end of each season.
Each WEC race features four categories: Le Mans Prototypes
(LMP1 for manufacturers, and LMP2 for teams independent
of manufacturers and/or engine suppliers) and Le Mans Grand
Touring Endurance (LMGTE Pro for teams with professional
drivers, and LMGTE AM for teams comprised of amateur
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drivers). Generally produced specifically for competition in the
FIA WEC, Le Mans Prototypes are closed cockpit cars with
no production minimums, while the Le Mans Grand Touring
Endurance cars are two-door, street-legal cars that are available for
sale through the manufacturer’s dealer network.
The 2018/2019 WEC ‘Super Season’ of eight races kicked off
last May at the Spa-Francorchamps circuit in the Belgian Ardennes.
This past March, the WEC returned to where it started—Florida’s
historic Sebring racetrack—the oldest road racing track in America,
and the site of the very first FIA WEC race in March 2012. Run on
the former Hendricks Army Airfield WWII Airbase, the notoriously
bumpy 17-turn, 3.74-mile multi-surface course was first used for a
6-hour race at the end of 1950. The 1000 Miles of Sebring, time-

No. 8 Toyota Gazoon Racing team
Photo by JoaoFilipe/AdrenalMedia.com

Start of the 1000 Miles of Sebring
Photo by Marius Hecker/AdrenalMedia.com

#95 Aston Martin Vantage AMR
Photo by JoaoFilipe/AdrenalMedia.com

Ho-Pin Tung of Jackie Chan DC Racing
Photo by JoaoFilipe/AdrenalMedia.com

#11 GRT Grasser Racing Team
Lamborghini Huracan GT3
Photo by Jamey Price

limited to eight hours, is the only FIA WEC race to be held in the
Americas during the 2018/2019 season. For racing fans, the return
of the series provided an opportunity to ogle the stunning and superspeedy LMP1 prototypes vying to reach the checkered flag first.
Battling challenging weather conditions, including heavy rain
during the closing stages, the No. 8 Toyota TS050 Hybrid team,
comprised of drivers Fernando Alonso, Sébastien Olivier Buemi and
Kazuki Nakajima, led every lap from start-to-finish (253 in total) to take
the LeMans Prototype 1 category and their third victory of the season.
After the race Nakajimi commented, “I think from the outside
it is easy to say it looked quite stable, but actually it was very tricky
in the car. In my first stint, I had a lot of traffic so it was tough, but
then I jumped in the car at the end, and I knew what I had to do. I

was quite happy in the dry conditions, but I was not happy at all in
the end with the rainy conditions. It was amazingly low grip, and
it was like sliding on ice...to be honest, I am just thankful we could
finish, so the victory is a bonus.”
Porsche took the top spot among competitors in the GTE
Pro category with drivers Gianmaria Bruni and Richard Lietz. The
amateur GTE class was won by a team comprised of Julian Andlauer,
Matt Campbell and Christian Ried, driving for the Dempsey-Proton
Racing team. Jackie Chan DC racing claimed the LMP2 title with
drivers David Heinemeier Hansson, Jordan King and Will Stevens.
Rounding out the FIA WEC season is the TOTAL 6 Hours of
Spa-Francorchamps in May and the 24 Hours of Le Mans in June.
For more information on the series, visit fiawec.com. sl
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PEARL JAM

Looking beyond the strand as leader of the band
Compiled by Bridget Williams

Clockwise from top left: Slim Slide Pearly Cross clutch from Judith Leiber ($4,195; judithleiber.com). Celeste layered ear jacket from Ananya with pearls, diamonds, pink sapphires and pink
tourmaline cabochons (price upon request; ananya.com). Bibi van der Velden Baroque pearl Star earrings ($2,500; bibivandervelden.com). Coral pearl drop earrings from Meadowlark ($859;
meadowlarkjewellery.com). Mastoloni Bright Lights earrings ($2,288; mastoloni.com). Alex Solider Gold Twist earrings ($16,500; alexsolider.com). GFG Jewelry by Nilufer Eline pearl earrings
with Gemfields emeralds and diamonds ($1,705; musexmuse.com). Assael 18" South Sea pearl and aquamarine necklace (price upon request; assael.com). Irene Neuwirth South Sea pearl
Curved Tile Link bracelet ($29,940; ireneneuwirth.com).
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Clockwise from top left: Art Deco-style sautoir on a black cord with double pearl tassels, onyx and pavé set diamond embellishment from Stephen Silver Fine Jewelry ($85,000; shsilver.com).
Mindi Mond diamond pendant with floating pearl ($25,000; mindimondny.com). Idole De Christofle pearl and sterling silver lariat necklace ($710; christofle.com). Mizuki Jewels leather
collection diamond band and baroque white pearl bracelet ($1,520; mizukijewels.com). Elle et Lui pink double pearl ring from Nadine Aysoy ($7,800; nadineaysoy.com). Anissa Kermiche
Perle Rare Pavée ring ($815; anissakermiche.com). CIRARI Baroque pearl and diamond ring (price upon request; cirari.com). Sistine large Pearla ring from Bergio ($8,195; bergio.com).
Cappio Carbon fiber, diamond and pearl ring by Fabio Salini (price upon request; fabiosalini.it). Sophie Monet Pearl Point bracelet ($130; sophiemonetjewelry.com).
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Oliver Blume, Chairman of the Executive
Board of Porsche AG, during the world
premiere of the Cayenne Coupe

QUITE
A COUPE

Porsche adds a new member to the Cayenne family
Written by Andre James
Since its introduction in 2002, the Porsche Cayenne has been
delivered to more than 864,000 customers around the globe. In
an effort to keep pace with other major players in the realm of
luxury SUVs, and to remain appealing to the next generation
of luxury car buyers, Porsche has extended its Cayenne model
line by releasing a new coupe body style. Remarking on the
characteristics that define the younger target audience, Detlev
von Platen, Member of the Executive Board for Sales and
Marketing at Porsche AG, said, “These groups value exclusivity
and an expressive lifestyle, and have a very performanceoriented mentality.”
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Recalling the silhouette of a Porsche 911, the Cayenne
Coupe has a steep roofline that falls away to the rear and
creates a dynamic and robust exterior. This aesthetic is further
substantiated by redesigned rear doors and quarter panels, and a
license plate bracket incorporated into the bumper.
The current Cayenne Turbo was the first SUV to feature an
adaptive roof spoiler, and the Cayenne Coupe features both a
roof spoiler and an adaptive rear spoiler as part of Porsche Active
Aerodynamics. At speeds above 56mph, the adaptive rear spoiler
extends by 5.3-inches to increase downforce to the rear axle to
improve cornering and grip.

A large panoramic fixed glass roof with an integrated
sunshade creates an enhanced feeling of spaciousness. An optional
carbon fiber roof is available as part of a trio of lightweight sports
packages that also include weight-reduced 22-inch GT Design
wheels, performance exhaust, and Alcantara trim.
Coupe variants of the Cayenne boast upgraded standard
equipment such as Porsche Active Suspension Management, the
Sport Chrono Package, 20-inch wheels, parking assist, and eightway power Sports Seats in the front.
The Cayenne Coupe features the same 3.0-liter monoturbo V6 engine as the standard Cayenne, which generates

335hp and completes the 0-60mph sprint in 5.7 seconds. The
top-of-the-range Turbo Coupe is powered by a 4.0-liter twinturbo 541hp V8 engine that propels it from a standstill to
60mph in 3.7 seconds.
“The Coupe includes all the technical highlights of the current
Cayenne, but has an even more dynamic design and new technical details
that position it as more progressive, athletic, and emotional,” remarked
Oliver Blume, Chairman of the Executive Board of Porsche AG.
Expected in showrooms in the fall of 2019, starting MSRP
for the Cayenne Coupe is $75,300 and $130,100 for the
Cayenne Turbo Coupe. sl
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Initial
Impression

Letter-perfect jewelry and accessories
Compiled by Caylee Matthews

Clockwise from top left: David Yurman Initial charm with diamonds in white gold ($725; davidyurman.com). Nouvel Heritage diamond signet ring ($4,400; nouvelheritage.com). Adina Reyter
Tiny Rectangle Friendship bracelet ($298; adinareyter.com). Little Letters from Alex Woo Jewelry ($128; alexwoo.com). Goyard's Saint-Louis tote with personalized Damona Millesime
Marquage (price upon request; goyard.com). Royal Copenhagen Alphabet mug ($80; royalcopenhagen.com). Mini Chloé C bag ($1,450; chloe.com). Anne Sisteron gold and diamond XO cuff
($835; annesisteron.com). MCM reversible Claus belt ($295; neimanmarcus.com).
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Remodel Reward
Earn up to $1500*
with purchase of select, customizable Café appliance suites.

*via online or mail in rebate

VISIT OUR SHOWROOM IN ST. MATTHEWS AT 4310 SHELBYVILLE ROAD SHOWROOM
OPEN MONDAY – FRIDAY 10-7 AND SATURDAY 10-6 • CLOSED SUNDAYS

502.253.6922 | www.CenturyLiving.com

The Cherokee Gardens home was
built in 1939. Although their
interior changes were substantial, the
homeowners remained respectful of the
home's original traditional architecture.

FIT
FOR
A
KING
Cara and Jimmy King reinvent a Cherokee Gardens home
to reflect a modern take on timelessness
Written by Bridget Williams / Photography by Andrew Kung
Cara and Jimmy King were about to embark on a second-phase
remodel of their Cherokee Gardens home when a covetable residence
in the same neighborhood hit the market. On her first walk-through,
Cara was smitten with the heritage that the home's traditional
architecture embodied. "When I stepped foot into this home, a spark
was ignited," she explained. "The character of a home lies not only in
its intricacies but also its ability to adapt to modern luxuries. This was
the perfect opportunity to illustrate my vision."
Completing Cara's conception for the home, built in 1939
and mostly unaltered since, went way beyond a run-of-the-mill
renovation. "We essentially constructed an entirely new home,
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while preserving the architectural integrity," said Cara. Working
with architect and builder Doug Schmidt, Jimmy and Cara took
a future-forward approach by adding a first-floor master suite, and
putting a great deal of thought into room sizes and trim detail.
While the couple embarked on the project with their eyes
wide open, having experienced the highs and lows of renovation at
their previous residence, this time around, differences in scale and a
smaller lot size increased the complexity of the build. "I didn't want
the vast expanses commonly seen in modern homes, yet I wanted
each room to deliver a curated collection of pieces that transform,
inspire, and redefine each space," Cara articulated.

Groundworks Channels wallpaper
by Kelly Wearstler enlivens the
walls in the dining room.
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The unique wine display was inspired
by a restaurant in New York City.
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Chic brass hardware and white
Aurea quartz countertops
provide a fresh perspective on
the classic white kitchen.

When the construction dust settled, Cara got to work on the
interior design, collaborating with a few of her "very talented friends,"
including Lindsey Schultz and interior designer Ron Wolz of Bittners.
Wolz, who served as a sounding board from the project's conception,
applauded Cara for her keen eye, saying the two had a "symbiotic
relationship" when it came to discussing colors.
The inspiration for the interiors came from a multitude of
sources. In the years before Pinterest, Cara poured over print
magazines looking for ideas. She tore out pages from projects
that appealed to her and stored them in a binder to refer to as
needed. Other ideas were informed by personal experiences, such
as the King's unique wine display, which they initially spied at a
restaurant in New York City.

Cara's philosophy is that when a home reflects your lifestyle, style
is eternal and remains consistent with fundamental design principles.
"The ability to reinvent and reimagine a space is what creates a timeless
look. A refined style always transcends time," she said.
White is purposefully predominant, as Cara believes that the
timelessness, adaptability, and simplicity of the hue "accentuates
an ethereal beauty in all aspects of form." She added that "It
withstands time and embraces a cleansing calm, which, all things
considered, is a luxury in its own right." Each room has been
carefully edited and is void of extraneous bric-à-brac, so that the
pieces that made the cut get due diligence. As an example, Cara
cites the living room's bold velvet drapes that create a captivating
contrast to the stark white walls.
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With its proximity to the
covered patio and family room,
the kitchen is able to facilitate
indoor/outdoor entertaining.

A judicious use of color is found
throughout the home. In the
living room, bold velvet drapes
make a strong statement when
juxtaposed with white walls.
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Intending this to be their
"forever home", the King's
added a first floor master suite as
part of the renovation.

Swathed in marble, the design
of the new master bathroom
meshes well with the home's
original architecture.
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A busy realtor with Lenihan Sotheby's International Realty
who is always on the go, Cara remarked that her home gym is an
amenity she cannot go without. "I love being able to walk upstairs
and escape, whether it's taking a spin class on the Peloton, lifting
weights, or doing yoga or Pilates in my infrared sauna," she said.
In a house full of superlatives, Cara singles out four rooms that
she's particularly fond of: the formal living room, the kitchen, the
back patio, and her closet. The arrangement of the formal living
room, with four oversized white chairs strategically centered around
a marble table, makes the list because she appreciates the way the
comfortable and sophisticated setup invites intimate conversation.
The hub of family activity, Cara said the kitchen's chic brass
hardware juxtaposed with the stark white Aurea quartz countertops
evokes a "requisite, familial warmth," that is echoed in the design
of the back patio. "I created it to be a space where we could dine,
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entertain or simply enjoy one another's company while immersed
in the beauty that the outdoors offers," she added.
Any fashionista would undoubtedly agree that the home's pièce
de résistance is Cara's closet. Referring to it in such simplistic terms
belittles its significance, as it takes the idea of shopping your own
closet to a whole new level, a notion she joked that her daughter
has fully embraced. "I envisioned my closet to be more of a dressing
room where I could entertain girlfriends," she explained. The blush
pink color strikes the perfect balance of femininity and discernment.
From room-to-room, a youthful exuberance rests upon
the home's dignified bones, paying tribute to its heritage while
staying entirely in step with the King's active family life and
penchant for entertaining. Cara says, "Interior design requires
little more than good taste and creative imagination," both of
which she has in spades. sl

INTRODUCING THE NEW
RANGE ROVER EVOQUE

Range Rover Evoque redefines a new level of refinement
in a vehicle that is so instantly recognizable. Outstanding
proportions deliver a dramatic silhouette and stance, truly
conveying the Range Rover Evoque’s distinctive appearance.
The characterful roofline and rising waist are amplified by a
strong dynamic attitude, combined with pronounced shoulder
and powerful wheel arches.
Land Rover Louisville
4700 Bowling Boulevard
502.895.2451
LandRoverLouisville.com

The vehicle’s headlamp technology is not available in the U.S. and Canada. Excludes destination/handling charge, tax, title, license, and retailer fees, all due at signing, and optional equipment. Retailer price, terms
and vehicle availability may vary. See your participating Land Rover Retailer for complete details, or call (800) FIND-4WD / 1-800-346-3493. © 2018 Jaguar Land Rover North America, LLC

SMALL BATCH, BIG DEAL
The Bardstown Bourbon Company brings new ideas to an old craft
Written by Bridget Williams / Photos by Rachel Lutz, Andrew Kung Group
David Mandell, one of the four founders of the Bardstown Bourbon
Company (BBCo), isn't a Kentucky native, but he is a quick study
when it comes to Southern hospitality. During a recent visit to the
BBCo's 100-acre campus to talk about their exponential growth
in the last five years, Mandell offered me a pour from the Vintage
Library at the distillery's Bottle & Bond Kitchen and Bar—a 1929
Seagram's Pedigree Straight Rye.
To my great surprise, the 90-year-old whiskey's exceptionally
smooth character belied the bitterness of the stock market crash
that marked the start of the Great Depression the same year it
was bottled. As I swirled the caramel-colored liquid in the delicate
tapered glass, I pondered the parallels between investing and
bourbon—regulatory oversight, market cycles and the importance
of a diversified portfolio to name a few.
If history is any indication, bourbon is an increasingly safe bet,
while still remaining ripe for innovation and growth. According
to the Kentucky Distillers Association, bourbon production has
increased more than 115 percent in the last five years, with premium
small batch and single barrel brands being the driving force. The
BBCo is a leading facilitator for small producers, emphasizing
technological innovation and transparency in production over
spinning a yarn, thereby taking the historic spirit in a thoroughly
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modern direction. "We named the company after the community to
reflect both our core commitment to collaboration and to celebrate
the craft," explained Mandell.
Under the direction of Bourbon Hall of Fame Master Distiller
Steve Nally and BBCo's Executive Director of Distilling Operations,
John Hargrove, the backbone of the company is their Collaborative
Distilling Program. This unprecedented initiative, which began in
2016, allows the BBCo to produce completely custom, high-quality,
authentic Kentucky bourbon, whiskey, and rye brands for carefully
vetted craft distillers and non-distilling brand owners interested in
conceiving new whiskey products, along with improving the quality
and scale of their current brands.
Their novel concept proved to be so popular that within
two years, the company added a second 55-foot, 36-inch column
still that upped their capacity to a whopping 21,000 gallons
per day, which is quadruple their output when they started
distilling. "In a short period of time, we've become one of the
most technically advanced and flexible whiskey distilleries in the
world," said Mandell. There are four 22.5k barrel warehouses on
the property, with a fifth, able to store 58,000 barrels, currently
under construction. The expansion is being led by Bardstown-based
Buzick Construction, who also built the distillery.

Opposite page, L to R: Randi Densford, Steve Nally,
Felix Mosso, John Hargrove, David Mandell, Sam
Montgomery, Dan Callaway, Brandon Habenstein
Porterhouse for Two with a Barrel-Aged Old Fashioned
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A selection of craft cocktails
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Glazed Brussels Sprouts

Taking an appointment-only tour of the high-tech distillery
is quite an awe-inspiring experience: the 40 members of the
production staff, who have an average of more than 15 years of
whiskey-making experience, combine craft with computing to
manage 37 mash bills (the grain recipe used to make whiskey)
for 23 different customers. Hargrove pointed out that the "big
guys" in distilling typically have no more than 10 mash bills in
their repertoire. Notable among the brands in BBCo's current
portfolio are Grain & Barrel Spirits, who collaborated with the
company to resurrect Chicken Cock Whiskey, first produced in
Paris, Kentucky in 1856.
With the distilling side firing on all cylinders, company leaders
turned their attention to crafting a "modern bourbon experience" for
visitors. The opening of Bottle & Bond Kitchen and Bar in 2018 as
the first full-service Kentucky Bourbon Trail restaurant and bar in a
distillery, solidified the BBCo's vanguard reputation.
Aesthetically striking with an abundance of natural light, the
interior design was executed in consultation with Amy Cimba
and Douglas Riddle of Bittners. Like the BBCo's distilling
process, Bottle & Bond doesn't hit you over the head with motifs
typically associated with bourbon. Displaying discernable midcentury influence, the focal point of the clean and contemporary
dining room is a living moss wall, which dominates the rear of
the space. The mossy color is echoed in sumptuous green velvet
cushions scattered on tufted L-shaped banquettes assembled in
a quadrant around circular tables. I couldn't help but wonder, in

this technologically advanced facility, if the pendant lighting was
chosen for its resemblance to molecular geometry.
At the helm in the kitchen is Executive Chef Felix Mosso, a
graduate of the Culinary Institute of America and formerly with
the storied Greenbrier Resort in West Virginia. Mosso is supported
in the kitchen by a unique program made possible by the U.S.
State Department's J-1 Visitor Exchange Program, which brings
hospitality and culinary students from around the world to work at
Bottle & Bond for one-year terms.
A classically trained musician, Dan Callaway leads the beverage
program in addition to serving as the Director of Bourbon Education
(among a host of other duties). He most recently served as general
manager of Decca Restaurant in Louisville and is a certified Level II
Sommelier. Clearly passionate about his work, Callaway refers to a
good cocktail as a four-way seesaw. "It's about creating new things
with traditional ingredients, where you can taste each one, and the
flavor remains balanced," he explained.
Mandell pointed out that an overarching emphasis on creative
collaboration has resulted in a genuinely organic coming together
of the distilling, beverage and culinary teams. Their meeting of
the minds, he commented, has resulted in a "fresher approach"
to distilling that moves away from the popular model of master
distiller as bourbon baron. He cites the group working together on
a bourbon blend for the BBCo's Fusion Series that went through
52 iterations before getting the seal of approval from all three teams
and becoming a point of pride for all involved.
slmag.net
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Brisket Sandwich

Caramel Apple Pie and Banana
Bourbon Boozy Milkshakes

Sweet Potato Gnocchi
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Charcuterie Board

Designed as a cohesive unit, the food and beverage menus are
purposefully approachable and appealing to both out-of-town visitors
and locals. On any given day you'll find a balanced group of both
enjoying the varied fare. "We offer simple food created really, really
well," said Mandell. He also added that because the BBCo isn't tied to
a single brand, quite often you can find teams from different distillers
coming together in this "neutral territory" to taste vintage whiskeys.
I found the menu, which is the same for both lunch and
dinner, to be a compilation of hits that truly offers something for
every appetite. I particularly enjoyed the rib-sticking goodness of the
shrimp and grits; the comfort food familiarity of grilled cheese sticks
presented with cup of tomato soup for dipping; the pillowy perfection
of the sweet potato gnocchi topped with a bourbon mushroom sauce;
the freshness of the tuna tartare that spilled over the edge of the
crunchy fish tacos; and, a cooked-just-right juicy porterhouse, sliced
in a manner reminiscent of Bistecca alla Fiorentina.
Selecting a favorite from the craft cocktail menu (which
includes a full tiki program) was not an easy assignment. While
the barrel-aged bourbon cocktails are exceptional, you needn't fret
if bourbon is not your first choice. I selected the Gin & Juice on a
lark, lured in by the name and intrigued by the inclusion of sugar
snap peas. Adroitly balanced on the rim of the glass, the delicate
peas, just partially separated from their pod, perfectly accentuated

the fresh, spring-like cocktail. There is also a thoughtful wine list, a
lineup of bottled beers, and a selection of sake available.
The term "bourbon" as used to designate a Kentucky-distilled
whiskey, first appears in newspaper advertisements in the early 1800s.
At Bottle and Bond, you can literally taste history, taking a deep
dive into the barrels of past eras, by sampling whiskeys assembled as
part of their Vintage Library. Curated in collaboration with whiskey
author Fred Minnick, the story behind the 200 bottles, some dating
to the late 1800s, are cataloged by age in a book that's coincidentally
ideal for reading while sipping bourbon. "It's not the largest vintage
collection, but arguably the most interesting in terms of the stories
behind each bottle," said Callaway.
BBCo became the 14th destination on the Kentucky Bourbon
Trail tour in the summer of 2018, and a new visitor experience
center is scheduled to open at the end of June. The leadership of
BBCo is so confident in the industry's continued growth as a tourist
destination that planning is currently underway to build a boutique
hotel on the ample green space opposite the distillery. Even though
they are the new kids on the block, it's quickly become evident that
the BBCo will have a hand in shaping the future of bourbon in the
Commonwealth for decades to come. sl
Bottle & Bond is open for lunch every day of the week and for dinner on Thursday,
Friday, and Saturday. For more information visit bottleandbond.com. For more information
about the Bardstown Bourbon Company, visit bardstownbourbon.com.
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MASERATI LOUISVILLE
4710 BOWLING BLVD., LOUISVILLE, KY 40207 / 502.894.3929 /
www.MaseratiLouisville.com

VIPS TENNIS BALL &
TOURNAMENT
JUNE 1 & 2
LOUISVILLE BOAT CLUB
4200 RIVER ROAD

SATURDAY JUNE 1, 2019
6:30 PM COCKTAILS, SILENT AUCTION &
BOURBON PULL
DINNER & LIVE AUCTION TO FOLLOW
$100/PERSON
SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE

SUNDAY JUNE 2, 2019
MEN'S & WOMEN'S DOUBLES
$450/TEAM
11:00 AM CHECK-IN & LUNCH
12:00 PM TOURNAMENT BEGINS
AWARDS & COCKTAIL PARTY TO FOLLOW

REGISTER ONLINE: WWW.VIPS.ORG
The funds generated through the Tennis Ball & Tournament will benefit Visually
Impaired Preschool Services (VIPS). VIPS provides critical, life changing services to
babies, toddlers & preschoolers who are blind or visually impaired throughout
kentucky & indiana. For more information visit www.vips.org.

SOPHISTICATED
SOCIETY

Presented by

May
1
2
3
3
3
4
15
16
17
17
17
18
19-20
23
23-27
30

Louisville Urban League Derby Gala, 5:30pm, Louisville Marriott Downtown; lul.org/derby-gala/
100 Black Men of Louisville Derby Gala, 7pm, C2 Event Venue; 100bmol.org
Longines Kentucky Oaks, Churchill Downs; kentuckyderby.com
Trifecta Gala, 7pm, KFC Yum! Center; kfcyumcenter.com
American Lung Assoc. 25th Annual Derby Eve Gala, 8pm, Seelbach Hilton Hotel
145th Kentucky Derby, Churchill Downs, kentuckyderby.com
Chef Michael Solomonov dinner for J Youth Scholarships, 7pm, Kindred; jewishlouisville.org
Sporting Clays Auction for Boys Scouts of America, 6pm, Lexus of Louisville; lhcbsa.org/auction/
Night of a Thousand Laughs for Gilda’s Club, 5:30pm, The Louisville Palace; bidpal.net/notl2019
Bluegrass Center for Autism Spring Soiree, 7:30pm, Owl Creek Country Club; bluegrasscenterforautism.ejoinme.org/SpringSoiree
Kentucky Opera presents Sidecar, 6pm, The Henry Clay; kyopera.org/sidecar
Walk MS Louisville, 8am, Waterfront Park
18th Annual Porcini/Oxmoor Auto Group Dinner & Charity Golf Outing; porcinifarmerchildrensfdn.org
MOSAIC Awards, 5pm, Louisville Marriott Downtown; jfcslouisville.org
Abbey Road on the River, Big Four Station Park; arotr.com
3rd Annual Craft Beer Throwdown benefitting Coalition for the Homeless, 5pm, Louisville Water Tower Park; louhomeless.org

June
1
1
2
6
7
8
8
24
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VIPS Tennis Ball, 6:30pm, Louisville Boat Club; vips.org
Club Stock for Boys & Girls Clubs of Kentuckiana, 6pm, Louisville Marriott Downtown; bgckyana.org
VIPS Tennis Tournament, 1pm, Louisville Boat Club; vips.org
Bourbon & Bowties, 6:30pm; nortonchildrens.com
Denim & Diamonds Gala for Parkinson Support Center of Kentuckiana, 7pm, Sawyer Hayes; denim-diamonds.parkinsoncenter.org
Bourbon by the Bridge for CASA, 5pm, Waterfront Park; casariverregion.org/bourbon-by-the-bridge
Zoofari! 8pm, Louisville Zoo; louisvillezoo.org
9th annual Cedar Lake Golf Tournament, 11am, Hurstbourne Country Club; cedarlake.org

Hundreds of Beautiful New Listings.

One Local Address.
K Y S E L E C T P R O P E RT I E S . CO M

Photography by Chad Henle
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BEAUX ARTS BALL

Proceeds from this black tie fundraising event, held at
the Louisville Marriott Downtown, benefit VOICES
of Kentuckiana, a community chorus that celebrates
diversity, and is dedicated to fostering positive social
change through artistic excellence.
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6
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9
8
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1) Brent Watson, Dr. John Stutts, Michael Adams 2) Valerie Melton, Jamie Sutherland, Andrea Hinder, Ayayna Sizemore
3) Carolyn Weaver, Craig Sherman, Tom Cannady, Rita Simmons 4) Mike Brown, Freddy Clay Pool, Capt. Dennis Cornell 5) Erik Martinez, Aaron Smith
6) Chip Heuser, Ashley Olson 7) Clay Berry, Jonathan Raley 8) Christine & Todd Boles, Shannon Fauver 9) Jason & Mellisa Caldwell

For more than 43 years

Louisville’s Best Kept Secret

Aesthetics in Jewelry
410 W. Chestnut St Suite 634 Louisville, KY
(502)589-2728 www.aestheticsinjewelry.com
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LOUISVILLE BESPOKE
FASHION SHOW

Louisville Bespoke designated Dress for Success
Louisville as the charitable partner for their spring
fashion runway show, held at the Speed Art Museum.
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9
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1) Will Heuser, Lori Kay Scott, Eleanor Wells 2) Neemo Tawasha, Jason Schmidt, Josh Clark, Valencia 3) Rhonda Richardson, R K Bruce, Ann Crawford, Charles Diggs
4) Caroline Knop, Laura Melillo, Virginia Speed, Glenda Yascone, Richard Wagner 5) Andrew Kung, Catherine Kung 6) Trae Faulkner, Chanson Calhoun 7) Rebecca Turley, Belle Black
8) Claudia Lorraine Fiorello, Emmaline Atwell 9) Justin Keibler, Ingrid Hernandez, Tonya York Dees 10) Gina Cable, Sheila Nobles, C. Kevin Swansey

Photography by Chad Henle
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CHRISTIAN ACADEMY GALA

Bob Goff, author of the New York Times best-selling
book Love Does, and Everybody Always, was the keynote
speaker at the 2019 Christian Academy Gala, held at the
Omni Louisville Hotel.
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8

1) Bobby & Debbie Owens, Courtney & John Olsofka 2) Lori & Matt james, Jason & Angie Chambers 3) Spencer Mitchell, Matt & Ashley Selfridge, Jen Alessandro 4) Scott & Meg Panella
5) Kimberly Adams, Xavier Leak 7) Sarah Dabbagh, Hunter Rowe 8) Annie & Mike Kirchner 9) Jason & Mari Howell

9
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FILLIES DERBY BALL

Started in 1958, and Louisville’s only Coronation Ball,
the Fillies Derby Ball benefits the Kentucky Derby
Festival Foundation. During the event, University of
Louisville senior Brittany Patillo was named the 2019
Kentucky Derby Festival Queen.
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1) Paul & Beth Harper 2) Miles & Buff Fallout, Jana & Tim Hourigan 3) Andrea Dewey, Sean & Ellen Madden 4) Sandra & Doug Dearen
5) Reid Bolton, Natasha Collins 6) Meredith & Harvey Helm 7) Mimi & Jerry Sims 8) Micke Anderson, James Wood 9) Scott & Becky Owen

Photography by Chad Henle
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GIFT OF LIFE GALA

6

The National Kidney Foundation held its annual Gift of
Life Gala at the Speed Art Museum. As part of the event,
the organization honored dedicated medical professionals
and pioneers in the treatment of chronic kidney disease.

8

1) Jenny Oeschli, Melanie Hash, Lynn Cox, Becca Pennington 2) Karen Herrell, Laura Blanford, Amy Glotzbach 3) Dephany Bibb, Kary Riggings, Darren & Ester Muhs, Paul & Elanore Lederer
4) Sue & Natalie Nassar 5) Bonnie & Bill Irvin 6) William &Charmine Powell 7) Penne & Rich Lentz 8) Susie & Alan Jackson 9) Mark Gleason, Ellen Kothmeir

9
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JULEPS AFTER DARK

Part of the Junior League of Louisville’s annual Tulips &
Juleps art and gift market, Juleps After Dark allowed shoppers
to sip wine and cocktails while shopping and bidding on
silent auction items.
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1) Janelle & Summer Bradshaw 2) Tammy Gatlin, Christy Cole, Sarah Provancher 3) Amy Baumann, Andrea Stauble, Jennifer Naive
4) Clair Colvin, Elizabeth Boyd, Anne Blayney 5) Joe & kelsey Doren 6) Tangie Dibbles, Steve Yackey
7) Clair & John Colvin 8) Christina Demchuk, Kimberly Kurtz, Jullia Minotti, Lindsey Brown 9) Michela Grant, Emily Gentry

Photography by Chad Henle
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JDRF PROMISE GALA

7

“Into the Blue” was the theme of the annual JDRF Gala, held
at The Henry Clay. Seven Youth Ambassadors, who serve as
advocates for JDRF and type 1 diabetes, created an original
work of art that was auctioned off during the event.

1) Megan Cooper, Megan NcDougal, Ryan Kingery 2) Morgan Bay, Allaina Potts 3) Mathew & Kristie Schultz 4) Whitney Cessna, Morgan Feldman
5) Nancy & Jason Yates 6) Sierra Altenstadter, Conor McGinnis 7) Allison & Robert Webb 8) Ann & Kevin Wilder 9) Kupper & Jennifer Wintergerst
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SPEED ART MUSEUM BALL

6

Arguably one of the most elegant events on Louisville’s
annual social calendar, the 2019 Speed Ball was co-chaired by
Andy Vine and Trace Mayer, with Douglas Riddle serving as
director of the event committee.

8
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1) Deanna Kimball, Ben & Laura Talbott 2) Fred Siegel, Woo Speed McNaughton, Pat Ballard, Colin McNaughton
3) Ron Wolz, Noelle Penta, Douglas Riddle, Karen Hunt, Stephen Lewis 4) Ginny Tyler, Annie Edwards, Lainey Jurich 5) Lukas Dwelly, Lauren Henkle
6) Jennifer Blair, Mark Mick 7) Lester Sanders, Dr. Gloria Murray 8) Kim Lewis, Erika Paramore, Leslie Hyslop, Lelia Shaw, Katie Bee Marshall

Photography by Chad Henle
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STARTING GATE SOCIAL

Stoneware & Co. and Evan Williams co-hosted the
second annual Starting Gate Social to benefit the Backside
Learning Center at Churchill Downs.
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7
8

1) Lisa Masters, Laura Roshberg, Kathy Bloch 2) Justin Seamon, Denise Seamon, Jessica Seamon 3) Lori Magnum, Bart Whitehouse, Suzi Tipton 4) Sherry Stanley, Talley Russell
5) Paula Cassidy, Joanne Nugent 6) Jean Michalak, George Harrison, Jeff Crowe 7) Helen Davis, Richard Spencer 8) Jana Hourigan, Margaret Sutton 9) Sarah Smith, Ward Roberts

9
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WINE, WOMEN & SHOES

5

6

Another sold out event to benefit Family Scholar House,
the annual Wine, Women & Shoes event, held at The
Henry Clay, featured fine wines, designer fashion, a
runway show and a Key-to-the-Closet raffle.
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1) Ashley Satterfield, Jourdan Moore, Natalie Blankenbaker 2) Julie Bowie, Emily Digenis, Linda Spielberg, Deena Neimat, Ashley Hadley
3) Kathryn Giles, Kitty McKuen, Patty Clare 4) Karen Casi, Rebecca Brown 5) Devan Trentkamp, Aleisha Hammilton
6) Allie Kreft, Christie Lee Scott, Kelly Scott 7) Elizabeth Seewer, Mary Baker 8) Suzzy Gillis, Jessica Hardin, Sherry Bowman 9) Rebecca Gorman, Rachel Bell

Creating luxurious outdoor spaces

Landscape Design and Installation
502-376-0732
www.PicturePerfectLandscaping.com

Lighting

for

Your

Lifestyle

Transform your nightlife with the latest technology in LED lighting.
Using experienced lighting techniques within a professional
lighting design will allow for the perfect ambiance, preserving
certain focal pieces throughout the landscaping as well as
showcasing the architecture of ones home. Define your nights by
allowing us to light up your world.

Landscape Design and Lighting
502-376-0732
www.PicturePerfectLandscaping.com

